FEATURES

AWAY WITH

words

ONE OF THE GREAT THINGS ABOUT FILM FESTIVALS IS THE ABILITY FOR PEOPLE TO SEE FILMS THAT THEY MAY NOT OTHERWISE SEE
AND HOPEFULLY GET THEM TO STEP OUT OF THEIR COMFORT ZONE OF FILM VIEWING. THE AWAY WITH WORDS SIDEBAR IS A PRIME
EXAMPLE OF THIS CONCEPT OF CHALLENGING THE VIEWER WITH A DIFFERENT STYLE OF FILMMAKING THAT IS NONE THE LESS INCREDIBLY
REWARDING.

THERE ARE 4 FILMS IN THIS YEAR’S FESTIVAL THAT SHARE A COMMON ELEMENT…THEY ARE VIRTUALLY DIALOGUE

FREE. IN THEIR OWN WAY EACH FILMS SAYS SO MUCH…WITHOUT SAYING MUCH AT ALL. NOT THAT THE FILMS ARE SILENT, AT LEAST
NOT IN THE WAY WE MAY THINK OF SILENT FILMS OF YESTERYEAR. EACH OF THE FILMS FAVOR NATURAL SOUNDS AND VISUAL COMPLEXITIES OVER VERBOSE MONOLOGUES. EACH FILM OFFERS A VERY COMPELLING…DARE I SAY…NARRATIVE, DRAWING YOU INTO THE
STORY AND LETTING THE VIEWER MENTALLY FILL IN THE VOICES.

THE BLESSING BELL (Complete description on page 21) – An interesting take on Away With Words has the main
character of this existential odyssey totally silent, almost as an observer to his own actions…the man is simply a thread
in the tapestry of life and as he moves forward, so too does the world around him. The scant dialogue serves to reinforce
the isolation of the main character and make his actions the true storyline uniting the film.
HUKKLE (Complete description on page 28) – Completely without words till a song sung at the end, the film still relies
heavily on sound to tell its story. The sounds of everyday life blend to create a symphonic score that propels the story
along…an old man’s hiccup, a drunken youth snoring, an old lady picking flowers, men bowling in a pub and a farmer
harvesting wheat all combine in glorious harmony in this amazing debut feature.
MOONLIGHT (Complete description on page 32) – The film tells the story of teenage Claire, who discovers a wounded
and bleeding boy in her family’s garden shed. The boy is a young drug courier from Afgahanistan and a cadre of bad
men are looking to kill him. Claire decides to keep the boy a secret. He slowly recovers and they fall in love. When things
get too difficult they flee. On the run, they live their lives in the fast lane. The minimal dialogue is utilized partially out
of necessity. The kids can’t speak to each other in the same language so they develop their own speech in which to
warn each other of danger and to express their growing feelings for each other. The story is propelled through expression
and actions.
SOFT FOR DIGGING (Complete description on page 40) – One morning, an old man wanders out into the woods in search
of his runaway cat. He finds instead a child with no parents and a murder with no corpse. JT Petty’s debut feature makes
remarkable use of cool photography, creative sound design, lonesome locations and an intense score to tell a tale of
haunting mystery. “Cold” in the best sense the film creates moments of great terror using only three lines of dialogue.
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“…Exuberantly anarchic comedy homage to the spaghetti Western” – VARIETY
Texas Hollywood is a dusty western town in the desert near Almeria, Spain (the
real location of many Italian and American westerns) where a film hasn’t been
shot for years. That is where Julian, a veteran stuntman now completely blasé
about life, just about ekes a living. With him are a cast of other marginalized
misfits buried in irretrievable nostalgia. They all earn enough to keep body and
soul together by pathetically recreating action scenes for the few foreign tourists
who still bother to go there.
Suddenly, one day, with the appearance of Carlos, a kid who claims to be
Julian’s grandson, the lives of all these characters take a dramatic turn. While the

800 BULLETS

kid’s grandmother is driven to despair in her new, two-story chalet, the kid’s mother,

(800 BALAS)

an aggressive business executive, decides once and for all, to confront the ghosts
of the past. For such an endeavor she has the unconditional support of her business partner, a ruthless money shark, who has a vested interest in the whole

11/6
11/7
11/9

8:10
9:00
4:00

thing. From that point of no return, the badly healed wounds of the past combine
with real estate speculation to produce a tragicomic storm that has unforeseeable
consequences. Will 800 Bullets be enough to defend a way of life based on the
purest of film fantasies? Dir. Alex de la Iglesia, 2002, Spain, 35mm, 124 mins.

SPONSORS

>>

9:00 Tijuana Taxi

/ In Spanish with English subtitles.

FEATURES

THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SUNDAY

Celebrated Japanese director Sabu’s unconventional meditation on the human
condition is infused with odd humor, strange happenings and vivid imagery, as a
man wanders into and out of people’s lives. This thought-provoking tale of urban
alienation is a post-modernist stor y filmed in a unique style, featuring stunning
cinematography and imbued with Sabu’s trademark absurdist humor. The tale of
an unemployed man who aimlessly walks through people’s lives is a coolly
observed, carefully paced look at the inability of people to connect. The film opens
as Igarashi, who never speaks a word throughout the film, stoically wanders
through a desolate, decayed factory and then into a town where his meanderings
get him involved in a series of unrelated, sometimes incredulous, events with a

BLESSING BELL

series of different people. Those interactions – all revolving around coincidences

(KOFUKU NO KANE)

and chance – include a yakuza with a knife protruding from his back, imprisonment,
a winning lottery ticket, a car accident and hospitalization, and Igarashi saving a
girl from a fire. Yet, through it all, he remains oddly displaced from his surroundings

THURSDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

11/6
11/8
11/9

12:20
2:50
4:00

and the people around him. This inventive, quirky, moving look at the destiny of
man and the everyday lives of ordinary people culminates in a remarkable final ten
minutes which unites the stories and the main character. Voted Best Asian Film
at the 2003 Berlinale. Dir. Sabu, 2002, Japan, 35mm, 87 mins. / In Japanese

SPONSORS

>>

2:50 DuArt

with English subtitles.
Courtesy of the Philadelphia Film Festival / SIDEBAR ENTRY: Away With Words
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Blind Shaft exposes the poor conditions for the tens of thousands of Chinese
coal miners who risk their lives every day for menial wages at the hands of corrupt
mine owners. Writer/director Li Yang daringly presents a serious political and
social commentary that questions the price of progress and could lead to serious
repercussions in his home country. In a dark mine shaft, three men exchange
meaningless banter until two of the men kill the third with their pickaxes and cover
it up by causing a cave-in. This bleak opening sets the tone for the cold succession
of physical and psychological challenges to come. Song and Tang turn out to be
con men who recruit relatives to work in mine shafts – the man killed was Tang's
brother – and then murder them to collect family hardship compensation from the

BLIND SHAFT

mine owners. The men recruit a 16-year-old nephew, Yuan, who has left home to

(MANG JING)

help pay for his sister's school fee. Tang and Song try to teach Yuan to be a man,
and Song's conscience gets to him before they can follow through with their latest
con. His change of heart builds the tension between the three men to a boiling point,

THURSDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

11/6
11/8
11/9

5:00
7:50
12:20

which is played out in a dark, ironic climax. Li envelops his images in bitter shades
of gray that evoke the dreariness of the men's lives. Blind Shaft is a compelling
commentary that humanizes an often neglected segment of the Chinese population

7:50 Chase Manhattan Mortgage
SPONSORS

>>

– DOMENIC MANNELLO

12:20 Delaware Coast Press
Delaware Beachcomber
Delmarvanow.com

in the hopes of economic, social, and personal progress. Winner of the Best Picture
award at the Tribeca Film Festival and The Silver Bear at Berlinale. Dir. Li Yang,
2003, Hong Kong/China/Germany, 92 mins. / In Mandarin with English subtitles.

The City of No Limits utilizes the thriller genre to investigate the ways in which
families keep secrets and inflict betrayals, and the film is one of the most riveting
surprises to emerge from the Spanish film industry this year. Victor, a young
Spanish man who has lived for several years in Argentina, meets his family at the
Paris hospital as requested by his gravely ill father. Yet it now appears that his father
Max feels a prisoner there, attempting escapes, feigning sleep and discarding his
medication. Wracked with fear, Max clings to an old phone number and the button
of a trench coat. Is this a sick man suffering from paranoid delusion, or do his
fears have a basis in reality? As the rest of the family concerns themselves with
the completion of a huge deal involving the pharmaceutical company Max founded,

THE CITY OF NO LIMITS

Victor follows the path of Max’s obsessions, which leads him to an unimaginable

(EN LA CIUDAD SIN LIMITES)

revelation. The City of No Limits director Antonio Hernández follows his acclaimed
noir Lisboa (1999) with this thoroughly engrossing thriller, a suspenseful and intelligently written exploration of family betrayal that builds to an emotionally powerful

THURSDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

11/6
11/8
11/9

2:35
1:50
12:30
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climax. Hernández is particularly well served by his gifted ensemble cast who
incarnate their multidimensional characters with great skill (particularly the wonderful
Geraldine Chaplin as the icy family matriarch). Nominated for 5 GOYA Awards (Spanish

SPONSORS

>>

1:50 Rock Creek
12:30 Siquis

Academy Awards) including Best Picture and winner of 2 (Best Supporting
Actress – Geraldine Chaplin and Best Original Screenplay) Dir. Antonio Hernandez,
2002, Spain/Argentina, 35mm, 118 mins. / In Spanish with English subtitles.
Courtesy of Philadelphia Film Festival
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“A quietly brilliant film, poetic and precise, witty and profoundly compassionate”
– TIME OUT
Winner of the Un Certain Regard Jury Award at Cannes this year, Jafar Panahi’s
(The Circle) new film is an intimate and absorbing drama. The film is based on true
events, told to Panahi by Abbas Kiarostami. A murder and a suicide occur early
one morning in a jewelry store. Behind this headline lies the story of a desperate
man's feelings of humiliation in a world of social injustice. When his friend Ali
shows him the contents of a lost purse, Hussein cannot imagine the large sum of
money marked on a receipt for an expensive necklace. He knows that his pitiful
salary will never be enough to afford such luxury. Hussein feels even lower on the

CRIMSON GOLD

social scale when a smooth-talking professional thief mistakes the two friends for

(TALAYE SORGH)

petty crooks. Hussein receives yet another blow when he and Ali are denied entry
to an uptown jewelry store because of their appearance. Hussein's job delivering
pizzas allows him a full view of the contrast between rich and poor. He motorbikes

THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

11/6
11/7
11/8

12:40
9:00
7:10

every evening to neighborhoods he will never live in for a closer look at what goes
on behind closed doors. The hypocrisy of the system is thrown in his face wherever
he turns. But Hussein will taste the luxurious life for one night before his deep

9:00 Paynter’s Mill
7:10 Delaware Coast Press
SPONSORS >>
Delaware Beachcomber
Delmarvanow.com

feelings of humiliation push him over the edge. Dir. Jafar Panahi, 2003, Iran,
35mm, 95 mins. / In Farsi with English subtitles.

A stunning feature debut by Marco Filberti (who also stars), combines one part
high Italian melodrama, one part porn star expose and it mixes it up for a whole
lot of fun. The year is 2014 and a documentary filmmaker researches the life of
legendar y porn-star, Ricky Kandisky (stage name of course), who died under
mysterious circumstances in 2000. Ricky is a muscular, golden-haired boy, adored
by his public, gossiped about, but whose inner nobility of his soul belies his profession.
The filmmaker locates Ricky’s strait-laced brother Frederico, who provides the
background of their well-to-do-upbringing and tells the story that unfolds. After
reuniting following the death of their father, Frederico accompanies Ricky back to
Rome. Frederico knows nothing of Ricky’s "acting" until he finds a magazine con-

DIARY OF A MALE
PORN STAR

taining a pictorial. While he is initially disgusted, he soon begins to understand
and eventually accepts his brother for who he is...even visiting his brother on the
set of a hot and steamy porn shoot.
The brothers slowly begin to understand and appreciate one another. Frederico

FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

11/7
11/8
11/9

7:00
2:35
6:00
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begins to recognize that Ricky is much more than his career would suggest, a fact
that is driven home by his desire to adopt a young boy whose mother died in a car
accident before the brother’s own eyes. As you can imagine, the adoption process
is not an easy one for a porn star. The film celebrates the joy of life, the joy of sex-

SPONSORS >> 7:00 EXP Magazine

uality, and the understanding that people can be more than what they appear. Dir.
Marco Filiberti, 2002, Italy, 35mm, 105 Mins. / In Italian with English subtitles.

Pic starts with beautifully composed shot: a snow-covered village, with a
minaret on a hill; early morning, the sun beginning to touch the hilltop; the sound
of dogs barking in the distance; a man trudging across the snow, reaching the
road that passes by the village. Thus the mood is set for this amazing film.
Mahmut (Muzaffer Ozdemir) works as a photographer and has lived alone since he
divorced his wife, Nazan. He obviously still cares for Nazan, and they meet from
time to time but she has re-married and is about to leave with her new husband
to live in Canada. Mahmut is quietly shattered by the news. Yusuf (Mehmet Emin
Toprak) is unemployed, along with 1,000 other villagers, since the local factory
closed down. He has romantic ideas about finding work on a ship, seeing the

DISTANT

world, and earning U.S. dollars. He has arranged to stay with a Mahmut, in Istanbul

(UZAK)

until he finds employment. Yusuf, with his rough-hewn village ways, has a disruptive
effect on Mahmut's solitary life. And as the visit, which was supposed to be a
short one, is extended because Yusuf is unable to find employment, Mahmut

11/6
11/7
11/8

12:50
6:45
9:00

becomes more and more irritable. The director Ceylan uses sparing dialogue, no
music score, a carefully composed soundtrack and even the weather – much of
the film plays out in heavy snow -- as commentary on the emotions of the characters.

SPONSORS

>>

12:50 Cape Gazette
6:45 Lori Phillips
9:00 Villa’s at Bay Crossing

Winner 2003 Cannes Film Festival Grand Prix Award and Best Actor Award
shared by Muzaffer Ozdemir and Mehmet Emin Toprak. Dir. Nuri Bilge Ceylan,
2003, Turkey, 35mm, 109 mins. / In Turkish with English subtitles.

FEATURES

THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

If you chanced to meet Edi on the street you probably wouldn't look twice at
him. But EDI is a moving, debut feature film that may never, ever leave your memory.
A ragpicker with a face creased by many years of liquor, ill luck and hard living,
taciturn Edi dwells uncomplainingly in a ruined building with his best friend Jurek.
Together they spend their days culling the city's refuse for metal to sell to a scrap
dealer, and their nights drinking away the proceeds in pubs. Then Edi gets hired
by a pair of notorious brothers, homicidal bootlegger thugs, to tutor their teenage
sister in her all-important school exams. Edi is ugly, meek and can read and write;
that's all the violent duo knows or cares about him. But one of the things Edi reads
is a discarded copy of "Romeo and Juliet." And when he notices the sheltered

EDI

Princess carrying on a secret love affair with a Gypsy smuggler, the junkman

(EDDIE)

grasps his destiny and the horrendous pain he must endure as a result of his selflessness. Profoundly heartbreaking without being the least bit mawkish or obvious,
this tale of a misfit hero's Christ-like sacrifice proves that there could be indeed

THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

11/6
11/7
11/8

12:00
2:50
8:10

angels among us, and that the virtuous qualities of humility, stoicism and mercy
can be found as much in the gutters as in cathedrals. EDI was Poland's 2002 submission to the Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences for Best Foreign Film
Dir. Piotr Trzaskalski, 2002, Poland, 35mm, 97 mins. / In Polish with English

SPONSORS

>>

8:10 DG Yuengling Brewery

subtitles.
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SERVICES ● X-Ray and Fluoroscopy
PROVIDED: ● MRI/MRA including:

●

●

●
●
●

Open Scanning
Short-Bore Highfield
Conventional Highfield
CT Scan including:
High Resolution
Multislice
Helical/Spiral
Ultrasound including:
Abdominal
Cardiac
OB/Breast Sonography
Non-Invasive Vascular Lab
Mammography
Dual Energy Bone Densitometry
Nuclear Medicine including:
SPECT
Thallium/Cardiolite
Scintimammography

COMING
IN FALL OF 2003!!!
Papastavros’ Associates Medical Imaging
brings you a revolution in medical imaging
with the installation of the
PET technology.

www.papastavros.com
WILMINGTON
1701 Augustine Cut-Off . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .652-3016
1320 Philadelphia Pike . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .792-2529
Limestone Med. Ctr., 1941 Limestone Rd. . .992-0502
Silverside Med. Ctr., 2700 Silverside Rd. . . .478-1100
1508 Pennsylvania Ave., Suite 1B . . . . . . . . .655-4042
1100 S. Broom St. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .571-6264
1805 Foulk Rd., Suite 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .475-8036
Concord Plaza, 3505 Silverside Rd. . . . . . . .479-5783
GLASGOW
2600 Glasgow Ave., Suites 101 & 122
(Glasgow Medical Ctr.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .832-5590
NEWARK
40 Polly Drummond Hill Rd. . . . . . . . . . . .737-5990
White Clay Med. Ctr.,
550 Stanton-Christiana Rd. . . . . . . . . . . .633-9910
Omega Professional Bldg., Bldg. B-89E . . . .738-5500
HOCKESSIN
Hockessin Urgent Medical Care
316 Lantana Drive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .234-4000
MIDDLETOWN
Ketlay Professional Plaza
114 Sandhill Drive, Suite 201 . . . . . . . . . . .376-6215
MILLCREEK
Millcreek Medical Center
4512 Kirkwood Highway . . . . . . . . . . . . .683-0123
LEWES
1539 Savannah Road . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .644-2590
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In a small, Italian gas station/cafe in the Italian countryside, young Lenni is
living a new life. Having cast aside both her student status and her abusive bourgeois
mother, Lenni finds love with a sexy mechanic – a tough girl named Stella.
Unfortunately, Lenni’s mother arrives under the auspices of delivering an inheritance,
soon recognized as an attempt at reuniting with her daughter. When things get
rough, Stella tries to intervene...with tragic consequences. An accidental death,
an unsolicited spirit, an escape plan to Tunisia, and an unforeseen visit of homophobic troublemakers contribute to the momentum that culminates in an explosive
cat-and-mouse chase across the Italian countryside. A nail-biter throughout, the
suspense is captivating – as is Lenni and Stella’s relationship as it faces both

GASOLINE

physical and emotional challenges. Unlikely to disappoint, this volatile roller-coaster

(BENZINA)

ride crosses film genres and styles, delivering an exhilarating and sexy lesbian
romance. Based on Elena Stancanelli’s popular novel, Gasoline is an ultra hip,
summer blockbuster that we can claim as our own. A sultry first feature, Gasoline

11/7
11/8
11/9

4:50
6:30
7:00

is a thriller with fiery charm and promises to be an instant classic. Touching on
favorites like Heavenly Creatures, Thelma and Louise, and Butterfly Kisses and
complete with the sensuality of The Hunger, this thrilling ride makes it the definitive
film to see this year. Dir. Monica Strambrini, 2002, Italy, 35mm 85 mins. / In
Italian with English subtitles.
Courtesy of San Francisco Lesbian, and Gay Film Festival

FEATURES

FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

“Intelligent feel-good dynamics…mainly gay, mainly young and mainly charming
singles falling in and out of love with each other. GOLDFISH MEMORY manages
to keep all its brightly colored balls in the air.” – VARIETY
According to one character’s pick-up line, people are not unlike goldfish who
have a three-second memory and therefore are doomed to forever repeat their
mistakes. With this concept in mind, Goldfish Memory is a light-hearted look at
the dangers and delights of dating in contemporary Dublin. When Clara sees her
boyfriend Tom kissing Isolde, it sets off a chain reaction of romances and heartbreaks until the entire cycle has turned full circle, each character trying to solve
the pressing question of what is the perfect relationship! Some favor marriage,

GOLDFISH MEMORY

others a week-at-a-time arrangement. The only thing they can all agree on is that
love is the one thing we can’t live without. Falling in love, out of love and making
the same mistakes all over again – all of us say we learn from heartbreak, but
how many of us really change? And do we want to? Exploring the comical nature

FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

11/7
11/8
11/9

6:40
2:40
2:15

of love, straight, gay and in-between, Goldfish Memory brings life to the saying
what goes around, comes around...and around...and around... Dir. Liz Gill, 2003,
Ireland, 35mm, 85 mins.

SPONSORS

>>

2:40 Donna Atsidas,
Coldwell Banker
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His Brother is the story of two siblings, one gay, one straight, who get reacquainted as they grapple with a grave disease. Thomas is dying. He accepts it.
He’s chosen to await his death here, in this house by the sea, the house of his
childhood. I’m with him. It’s still summer. I never realized people could die in the
summer. I thought death was something that always happened in winter, that it
needed the cold, gray skies and bleakness. But I realize it can also do its deed in
the sun, in broad daylight. I think that Thomas will welcome it in the broad daylight.
This winter, when he was hospitalized, I thought it would begin with numbness in
his arms and legs, that he’d have some kind of contraction, and then there would
be an emergency, something sudden, something brutal. But not at all: instead

HIS BROTHER

there’s nonchalance, a kind of emptiness, sluggishness, a renunciation under the

(SON FRERE)

summer heat. Still, this foreseeable, expected death will bring about a cataclysm.
It will affect all of our lives. It will modify them; force them into a new, unexpected
direction. It will throw our lives out of whack, without any of us being able to fight

THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

11/6
11/7
11/8

2:20
8:30
4:30

it. This death will be the most important event. My brother is dying. Award winner
for Best Director, 2003 Berlinale. Dir. Patrice Chereau, 2002, France, 35mm, 95
mins. / In French with English subtitles.

SPONSORS

>>

4:30 Nancy Leggoe

< EAST COAST PREMIERE >

“…a mesmerizing, unconventional murder mystery set against the sedate backdrop of rural Hungarian life…Hukkle is relentlessly inventive and ceaselessly
delightful…a flawless exercise in a wordless narrative. Hukkle never seems
pedantic or precious, but remains fresh and kaleidoscopic at every turn…”
– TORONTO INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL
Hukkle was Hungary’s 2002 submission to the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts & Sciences for Best Foreign Film. This wickedly funny, dazzling visual and auditory
journey tells a tale of murder and intrigue without a single word of dialogue. Hukkle
is an impishly inventive exercise in cinematic gymnastics that unfurls its tale of
murder, mischief and mayhem completely without a word of dialogue. Set in a
bucolic Hungarian hamlet, the film opens on a quiet country road where an old man
rests on a bench, hiccupping with a toothless grin. Director György Pálfi picks up on

HUKKLE

the old man’s rhythm (the film’s title is Hungarian for hiccup) to launch into a dazzling
visual and auditory journey in which every creak of a floorboard and lick of a cat
whisker is treated with the utmost significance. With an unparalleled attention to

THURSDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY
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11/8
11/9

6:25
12:50
12:40
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Delaware Beachcomber
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12:40 Donna Atsidis –
Coldwell Banker

detail, Pálfi zeroes in on quiet village life. But wait, there’s a murderous plot afoot
and in a twist on Arsenic and Old Lace, the town’s men are dropping dead in
droves. Pálfi delights in uncovering this intrigue as he follows a young detective on
the hunt for clues. This wickedly funny, kaleidoscopic sight and sound escapade
is sure to delight and will leave audiences with a knowing grin. Dir. Gyorgy Palfi,
2002, Hungary, 35mm, 75 mins. / In Magyar with English subtitles.
Courtesy of the Philadelphia Film Festival / SIDEBAR ENTRY: Away With Words

“…It’s rare to come across such a simple charmer… Befitting its childlike title,
there is a fable-like quality that packs as much punch as a more serious, didactic
movie while entertaining the viewer at the same time.” – VARIETY
Over faux-naif paintings and a native choir describing his journey, James, a young,
devout Christian from the imaginary African village of Entshongweni, is sent by his
people on a pilgrimage to "Zion, the Promised Land, the center of the universe."
Immediately upon his arrival in Tel Aviv, he's thrown in jail by a cynical immigration
officer, who doesn't buy his story that he just wants to visit the fabled city of
Jerusalem. While James is busy praying to God that he can complete his holy mission,

JAMES’ JOURNEY
TO JERUSALEM

he's bailed out by Shimi, a hardnosed Israeli who's in bed with the authorities and

(MASSA’OT JAMES
BE’ERETZ HAKODESH)

speaks English, is a good investment; James reckons Shimi is his personal savior.

handpicks illegals to exploit them as cheap labor. Shimi reckons James, who
Thus begins a slow awakening by James to the realities of contempo life in the
“Promised Land”. While adhering to his Christian principles, James starts a private

11/6
11/7
11/8

2:15
5:10
4:15

business, unknown even to Shimi, who's come to trust him. However, he still has
to learn the hardest lesson of all -- that even in Zion there's one law for wealthy
Jews and one for illegal immigrant workers. All the cash in the world still won't get
him into the roped-off section of society.

SPONSORS

>>

5:10 The Breakers Hotel

Dir. Ra’anan Alexandrowicz, 2003,

Israel, 35mm, 87 mins. In Hebrew, English and Zulu with English subtitles.

FEATURES

THURSDAY
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From the hot new Scottish director David Mackenzie (upcoming Young Adam)
comes this wholly unexpected comic thriller about two men who seek help in an
old country house filled with potentially dangerous characters. Rosemary’s Baby
meets "The Osbornes" by way of The Wicker Man in this slyly unpredictable thriller
about two men who find more than they bargained for when they seek refuge at a
strange inn. Charlie is a Londoner driving to Scotland on a crazed mission of
revenge on the man who stole his wife. Along the way he picks up Vincent, an amiable
gigolo and small-time criminal on the run. Their journey through the back roads of
Scotland is waylaid when they run out of gas in the middle of nowhere and are
forced to walk to the nearest place for help and a place to sleep—an isolated

THE LAST GREAT
WILDERNESS

country house on a hill. While warmly welcomed by a cardigan-wearing older gent,
something’s not quite right. The inhabitants (guests or patients?) are an odd
assortment: among them are a beautiful but frigid young woman, some creepy
seniors and a visiting gun-wielding deer-hunter. All seem to be hiding a dark secret.

THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
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4:00
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12:40

Run or stay? Are these people harmless eccentrics or menacing cult members
intent on not letting them leave? The film toys with elements of mystery, horror,
the occult, sex, comedy and thriller, keeping the viewer off-balanced on what to
expect next. A weird and enjoyable ride with a wholly satisfying ending. Dir. David

SPONSORS

>>

12:40 EPS

Mackenzie, 2002, Great Britian, 35mm, 91 mins.
Courtesy of Philadelphia Film Festival
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Estonia – beautiful country, beautiful people...real panic. A funny, but in no way
ridiculous tragic-comic story of a talented radio actor now living in Tallinn. He’s a
simple man from the countryside, who works, sleeps (literally) and eats (again,
literally) in a radio station. While playing the roles of both men and women in his
extremely popular live radio show, he makes the made-up characters chase his
own fantasies. These fantasies take the form of a radio soap opera “The Old and
The Bold” But lest we use our imagination to bring these radio characters to life,
the film recreates the stories for us, leaving us to enjoy them as they unfold. Like
many of us the main character dreams of a real home and finding his true love.
When his big dreams become a big reality, the reality slips out of his hands. But,

MADE IN ESTONIA

as happens in the best dreams of this world, a little help from NATO turns the final

(Vanad ja kobedad saavad jalad alla)

collapse into a happy end...did I mention that the films includes a hilarious song
and dance number? Dir. Ronado Pettai, 2003, Estonia, 35mm, 100 mins. / In
Estonian with English subtitles.
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Mambo Italiano comically explores the subtleties and complexities of a quintessential Italian family straddling the cultures, traditions, and mores of the old and
new worlds. – NEWFEST
Finally, an immigrant family comedy – with a totally gay twist! Already heralded
as the gay Italian My Big Fat Greek Wedding, Emile Gaudreault’s delightful coming
out farce is set in Montreal’s Little Italy. Adorable closet case Angelo (Luke Kirby),
an aspiring TV writer, makes the culturally unheard of decision to move out of his
parents’ house and into his own quirky apartment. A chance encounter with Nino
(Peter Miller), his childhood best friend turned ultra-hunky cop, leads to romance
– the ultimate secret from their tradition-bound families. When Angelo finally can’t

MAMBO ITALIANO

endure the pretense that he and Nino are just roommates, he comes out to his
folks and the sauce really boils over. The resulting opera buffa culminates in a dinner
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party out of Dante’s Inferno as both sets of parents try to fix Nino up with Angelo’s
psychotherapy-obsessed sister. Based on a hit play, Mambo Italiano also stars
Paul Sorvino as Angelo’s molto drama queen of a father, Quebec pop star Ginette
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Reno as his classic Italian mother and Sophie Lorain as an Italian-FrenchCanadian bombshell with designs on Nino. The lavish production features bright
mambo rhythms, effervescent pop songs and an appropriately campy/tacky ‘70s
look. A warm-hearted, laugh-out-loud comedy, Mambo Italiano is sure to rock your
gondola. Dir. Emile Gaudreault, 2003, Canada, 35mm, 97 mins.
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“…Graced by a sharp visual aesthetic and vigorous pacing, this bittersweet story
of one man’s quest for redemption incorporates moments of black comedy, murder
mystery and paranoid personal odyssey into a fresh, engaging blend…” – VARIETY
A hit at this years Sundance Film Festival. Imagine a culture where the government bans the ownership of firearms to all but soldiers and police in hopes of
ensuring the social tranquility of its people. Welcome to modern China and the
world of The Missing Gun. This high-octane comedic whodunit begins when troubled
detective Ma Shan wakes up to the terrifying conclusion that his state-issued pistol
is missing. Worked into a panic doubled by hungover confusion as to its whereabouts, Ma is forced to follow the clues and sometimes ill-advised theories of

THE MISSING GUN

friends and family in his desperate race to redeem himself. The dilemma quickly

(XUN QIANG)

moves from private distress to provincial emergency when his communist superiors
demand the guns capture in three days or else – thrusting Ma into an existential
crisis that will take him on a journey of shame, oppression, and finally, in the films
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stunning conclusion…freedom? Using an imaginative camera that draws out the
colorful humanity, The Missing Gun is a highly stylized political fable about the
power and tensions of a distinctly masculine identity. The film marks the exciting
directorial debut of 30 year-old Lu Chan and adds a notch to the barrel for Asian star
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9:20 The Tides

Jiang Wen in an irreverent lead performance that will literally leave you speechless.
Dir. Lu Chan, 2002, China, 35mm, 120 mins. / In Mandarin with English subtitles.

Claire, 13, lives in an exclusive neighborhood near the airport. In the garden
shed she finds a wounded boy her own age. He is a drug runner who was put on
a plane in Afghanistan with a belly full of cocaine, and was to be killed after the
delivery. The boy’s liquidation at the hands of Curt goes awry. In stead of informing
her parents about the boy Claire decides to clean him up and nurse him back to
health as if he was her last doll on the threshold of adulthood. He recovers slowly.
Meanwhile Curt is trying to finish the job and is hunting for the boy. Things get too
hot for the children and they flee to the parents home in Luxembourg. They can’t
speak to each other in the same language, so they develop there own speech in
which to warn each other of danger and to express there growing feelings for each

MOONLIGHT

other. After several adventures, Claire and the boy reach the home, but there is
no food, no electricity and it is not the safe haven they had imagined it would be.
Disillusioned and tired they walk into the hands of Curt. He takes them to the forest
near the airport, just miles from Claire’s home. In a struggle Claire is able to over-
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come their captor. Shortly after, she sees another young drug runner in danger of
becoming the next victim. Heroically Claire puts an end to the circle of violence.
Directed by Paula van der Oest, Oscar nominated for last years best foreign film

NORTH AMERICAN
PREMIERE

nominee Zus & Zo Dir. Paula van der Oest, 2002, Netherlands, 35mm, 90 mins.
In English with minimal dialogue.
SIDEBAR ENTRY: Away With Words / Actor Hunter Bassamaker is scheduled to attend.
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Another Sundance favorite! Walled up in the sterile modernism of her architect
ex-husband’s immaculately designed mansion, bereaved writer Sara struggles to
come to terms with divorce and the harrowing death of her only child. With the success
of her latest autobiographical volume a new feeling and a longing for life return.
Declaring "I want to be disturbed!" Sara impulsively rents out the basement of the
mansion to the charming but mercurial Serbian refugee, a struggling musician who
within days installs a wild band of hard-drinking gypsy musicians in her basement,
rudely awakening her to the fact that a door can not be thrown open half way, that
music, life and colour are not to be contained. With the wild, evocative melodies

MUSIC FOR WEDDINGS
AND FUNERALS

of the gypsies sweeping up from the basement Sara is suddenly confronted by the

(MUSIKK FOR BRYLLUP
OG BEGRAVELSER)

following morning Peter’s corpse is found shot dead in the cellar and Sara must

unexpected arrival of Peter, her ex, at his once immaculate for tress villa. The
begin to confront the fact that beneath the sterile exteriors of his cool European
design many other women, children, lives and experiences were concealed. Part
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black comedy, part sophisticated allegory, Music for Weddings and Funerals is a
moving tale of loss and reconciliation in a continent struggling on the cusp of a
new century. Dark, vivid, compelling, Music for Weddings and Funerals is as
comic, vibrant and full of humanity as the new Europe itself. Dir. Unni Straume,
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2002, Sweden/Norway, 35mm, 97 Mins. / In Norwegian with English subtitles.

“A disturbing union of misfit childhood drama with metaphorical horror.” – VARIETY
The Nature of Nicholas is a surreal fable that follows twelve-year-old Nicholas
as he struggles with an intense attraction to his best friend, Bobby. Nicholas is
obsessed with his friend Bobby. Bobby’s feelings are less clear. At times he
seems to share Nicholas’s fascination, but then appears more interested in making
inroads with the girls at school. All this leaves young Nicholas very confused.
When images of Nicholas’s absent father start to appear to him, the boy is understandably frightened. This curious figure gives Nicholas the impression he is
pressing his young son closer to the girls in his life and away from Bobby. This only
leads to increased anxiety and fear in Nicholas. Fearing that Bobby is drifting away

THE NATURE
OF NICHOLAS

from him, Nicholas takes a chance and kisses him. Bobby is taken aback and
storms out. Because of his shame, Bobby undergoes a type of “splitting” where
a decrepit, ghoulish version of him is separated from his healthy self. Nicholas is
immediately drawn to this gruesome Bobby, and begins to secretly take care of
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the creature. However, Nicholas cannot keep the creature hidden forever and must
eventually face his own feelings. The Nature of Nicholas is an evocative film of
depth and complexity. Using the physical metaphor of decay for intense feelings
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of shame, it is about the purification of the individual, the self-consciousness of
childhood sexuality as dictated by adults, and the dignity of any sexual orientation.
Dir. Jeffrey Erbach, 2002, Canada, 35mm, 100 mins.

“…a dark comedy in the John Waters tradition, takes place in such a cartoonish,
good natured universe it’s hard to imagine any taking offense.” – VARIETY
A riotously naughty un-PC, madcap movie – in which two “straight” Irish lads
immerse themselves in London’s gay underworld and into a murder mystery
involving oral sex, large appendages, small appendages and a bevy of dead
homos! Asian-British director Lab Ky Mo’s feature debut is possibly the most
offensive – and the funniest – film you’re likely to see this year. 9 Dead Gay Guys
throws political correctness out the window and delivers a raucous comedy about
life in the gay underbelly of London. A bad taste-fest in the most deliciously playful
sense, 9DGG centers around a pair of cute “straight” Irish boys, Kenny and Byron,

NINE DEAD GAY GUYS

who hit London in search of fun and fortune. Well, that fortune (which they entirely
squander on Guinness) generates from blowing gays at the nearby queer pub!
Soon, our boys – one of whom comes to grips with his own burgeoning queerness
– get embroiled in a Joe Orton-esque murder mystery involving a stash of

11/8
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unclaimed loot. Adding to the insanity are an Orthodox Jewish size queen, a cattleprodpacking dwarf, an Indian cab driver, underage black sex toys, an angry dyke, and
the titular body count. It’s appalling in the best way, so enter with those John
Waters glasses on! Dir. Lab Ky Mo, 2002,UK, 35mm, 75 mins.
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Prey For Rock & Roll is both real and at times raw – even depicting the violent
conditions male-established rock clubs pose for women. Yet PREY is characteristically more humorous. Gina Gershon’s grrl-rock pioneer Jacki is more than just
cool. She has the confident strut of Joan Jett, the artistic quest for purity of Kurt
Cobain, and the ass-kicking growl of…well, Gina Gershon, not to mention the sensuality to attract members of both sexes..which she does. Jacki has been on the
LA rock scene for a while. Her current band, Clamdandy includes a talented and
spunky lesbian guitarist (Lori Petty), her lover and drummer extraordinaire (Shelly
Cole) and volatile bassist (Drea De Matteo, Sopranos) who is on a drug abuse spiral
thanks to her abusive boyfriend. When these four get together, they truly rock the

PREY FOR
ROCK & ROLL

house. As Jacki contemplates getting out of the business, a major label seems
ready to offer the band the break they need. Can Jacki keep the band of misfits
together long enough, or is it time to hang up the guitar and retire. Not that she
will slow down, she does have the tattoo parlor to run. Prey for Rock & Roll is the
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real-life story of the music scene. It is the universal tale of every great underground rock band as they deal with internal struggle, the quest for success, and
most importantly the one thing that keeps them rocking – the transcendent power
of music. Dir Alex Steyermark, 2003, USA, 35mm, 100 mins.
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Jarmo Lampela’s accomplished film captures the whirl of emotions during one
hour on an autumn morning in a small Finnish town dominated by the local pulp
and paper mill. The complex structure of the film is anchored by two key events:
the sound of a military plane breaking the sound barrier early one Saturday morning,
and a group of kids bungee-jumping in the town square. For the kids involved, this
activity represents an act of bravado, but the film's true focus is on other characters,
who must consider much more significant and courageous leaps of faith. The cast
of characters in this film mosaic covers every conceivable age group and class.
Two pre-teen punks spot a neighborhood girl wandering into the river with her baby
in her arms. Ilpo wants to leave work early because he's feeling ill but seems

THE RIVER

reluctant to do so even though he can barely stand. Milja balances her deathly-ill
husband's wishes against the recommendations of his doctor. Prodigal son and
failed musician Esa arrives to celebrate his father's sixtieth birthday, but the latter
is nowhere to be seen. Santieri is taunted because he backs out of a bungee-jump
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at the last minute – but he is actually wrestling with far more serious issues.
Waitress Leena, who's just met the love of her life, arrives late for work in a pizzeria,
only to face her co-workers' loneliness.

Dir. Jarmo Lampela, 2002, Finland,

35mm, 106 mins. / In Finnish with English subtitles.
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"One of the most astonishing films ever made."– ROGER EBERT, CHICAGO SUN-TIMES
Invisible to everyone around him, a contemporary filmmaker magically finds
himself in the Hermitage in St. Petersburg- back in the early 1700’s! He meets a
cynical French diplomat from the 19th Century and the men become accomplices
in an extraordinary time-traveling journey through Russia’s turbulent past – ending
in the present day. Exploring the splendid corridors and salons of the Palace, the
Marquis and the filmmaker witness astonishing scenes from the Tsarist Empire:
Peter the Great thrashes his general with a whip; during rehearsals of her own
play, Catherine the Great rushes around looking for a place to relieve herself; the
family of the last Tsar dine together, oblivious to the impending revolution; and

THE RUSSIAN ARK

hundreds of dancers waltz at the last Great Royal Ball of 1913 with Valery Gergiev
conducting. As their time-voyage unfolds in a single, uncut steadicam shot, the
two men engage in a passionate and ironic dispute. The Marquis clearly has a
Western love-hate relationship with Russia, whereas the modern filmmaker ques-
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tions his country’s uneasy connection to its past and to Europe today. The two
tease each other, and share their amazement at the scenes they encounter. The
Hermitage is the Russian Ark, affectionately guarding art and history until the
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world sees better days. Dir. Alexander Sokurov, 2002, Russia, 95 mins. / In
Russian with English subtitles.
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“There’s plenty for both the eyes and the intellect to groove over in “Secret
Things” a taut, juicy, low-key feat of sexual and office politics filtered through
helmer Jean-Claude Brisseau’s customary blend of expedient formality and allstops-out baroque behavior.” – VARIETY
In this sexy French melodrama, two gorgeous women use their bodies to travel
down the path of social and financial success – only to encounter a few kinky
bumps in the road. A deliciously torrid guilty pleasure, Secret Things takes an erotic
look at two women's single-minded pursuit of success. Sandrine and Nathalie are two
dark-haired beauties who decide that dancing in tawdry nightclubs and scraping by
in run-down apartments are not the lives they crave. Armed with seductive allure,
gorgeous bodies and enough single-minded, manipulative drive to make Donald
Trump blush, the two, now occasional lovers, set off to climb the ladder of success.
Both women get jobs at a large banking office where hard work and attention to
detail are only pretenses masking their real naked ambition: the seduction and
necessary destruction of the men who will assist them in their social climb. Their
pursuit initially succeeds, especially on Delacroix, the bank manager who tragically
falls under their combined seductive charms. Their ultimate challenge is Christophe,
the handsome son of the president. But Christophe is a veteran of this perverse
game and he has fashioned his own demented scheme for the two women. Torrid
sex, blind ambition, power lust, greed, slinky fashions and a total lack of human
compassion are just a few of the tasty ingredients in this enjoyably dark and
naughty melodrama. Hopeless romantics and prudish viewers are advised to pass
on this one! The rest of us will find it impossible to resist. Dir. Jean Claude
Brisseau, 2002 France, 35mm. 115 mins. In French with English subtitles.

Can a happy gay couple survive one partner’s dip into the pool of romantic and
sexual confusion? Find out in this delightful Danish dramedy! Jacob and Jørgen are
in love and to be married. But the sleeping dragon of bisexuality is roused within
Jacob when Jørgen’s married sister-in-law, Caroline, smooches him. It’s a soap
opera with a twist as Jacob and Caroline carry on an affair, are caught, and Jørgen,
fleeing in sorrow/rage, gets into an automobile accident. Inevitably, Caroline's
husband, Tom, a pilot whose frequent jaunts out of town have helped enable the
affair, finds out as well. Oh – and Caroline may or may not be carrying Jacob’s
baby. Clearly, love can make life as grim as it can gorgeous, as the four attempt
to sort out the complex developments. The solution comes quite unexpectedly in

SHAKE IT ALL ABOUT

an unabashedly romantic gay finale. A sexuality-crossing roller coaster ride from

(EN KORT EN LANG)

first time movie director Hella Joof, an established Danish theater figure, who
adds a light, colorful look/feel to even the darkest spots of this very European,
thoroughly charming, and surprisingly thought-provoking work. Dir. Hella Joof,
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2002, Denmark, 35mm, 98 min. In Danish with English subtitles.

Courtesy of the Philadelphia Film Festival
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6:50 Chase Manhattan
Mortgage – DOMENIC MANNELLO
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SOFT FOR DIGGING
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“With a strong visual style and a knack for telling a story without the need for
words, director JT Petty weaves an intricate tale and maintains strong mood
shifts that carry the viewer through this man’s daily routine and disruption that
plagues him.” – AIN’T IT COOL NEWS
Most recent American horror films have relied on special-effects spectacle and
cacophony to impact an audience, but we all know that those tricks are not generally
effective in creating an atmosphere of terror. 21-year-old director J.T. Petty's debut
film adopts a completely different approach, establishing a sense of menace and
mystery through silence and stillness. A surprise sleeper success at the Sundance
Festival, Soft for Digging unfolds almost entirely without dialogue, instead relying
on the tranquility and isolation of rural life to conjure a tone of tension and unease.
Virgil Manoven is an elderly man living alone in a cabin in the woods. While out walking
one morning, Virgil sees a man and a little girl with what appears to be a small
sheet-draped body; later he witnesses a struggle between the man and the girl,
and it appears that the girl has been killed. Yet this is all viewed from a distance,
and when Virgil summons the police, there is no evidence to be found of the
alleged crime. As Virgil investigates the matter further, he becomes troubled by
nightmarish visions of the forest and the girl, doubting his own experience. With
its small cast, limited locations, and virtual absence of dialogue, the film defines
the term "spare," and Petty uses this stark simplicity to rebuild the horror film,
breathing life back into the clichés of the genre by examining them from a fresh
perspective, and accentuating the unsettling touches most films would neglect –
the whistling of a tea kettle, the snap of a twig on the ground, the echo of footsteps in an empty hallway. Soft for Digging marks Petty as a unique and promising
talent within the genre. Dir. JT Petty, 2002, USA, 35 mm, 74 mins.
SIDEBAR ENTRY: Away With Words

A young woman draws a line in the earth with a stick that cannot be erased; a
teacher is followed constantly by a flock of birds; a fisherman throws a boulder
into the ocean, defying gravity; a pharmacist feels the earth shake; and a farmer spins
an endless web of thread. A provocative adaptation of a parable by Portugal's
Nobel prize-winner José Saramago, The Stone Raft offers a whimsical tale of nearapocalypse. Following a cataclysm that no seismograph has registered, a rift
opens along the border between Spain and France. Slowly but resolutely, the
Iberian Peninsula floats off westwards across the Atlantic. A great stone raft. The
impact on the geopolitical scene is substantial, as North American powers
attempt to acquire new territory and Europe loses a chunk of its land and people.

THE STONE RAFT

But what of the floating populations? Spaniards and Portuguese, disrupted in their

(LA BALSA DE PIEDRA)

daily routines, leave their homes, escaping the looming perils of the coast, and
wander along the roads of the interior. The film follows five of them (and a dog), a
group who had mysteriously received the aforementioned premonitions of the
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impending disaster. Through the adventure our heroes discover unsuspected
riddles within themselves as well as practical solutions.

Dir. George Sluizer,

2002, Spain, Portugal, Netherlands, 35 mm, 103 mins.

/

Portugese with English subtitles.
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In Spanish and

British television has not shirked from developing program ideas that address us
as lesbian, gay, transgender and bisexual viewers. The creators of such programming
as Bob and Rose and Queer as Folk bring yet another gem to the screen. Tipping
the Velvet, from the acclaimed novel by Sarah Waters, faithfully adapted by Andrew
Davies, BBC2's highest-rated program of 2002 (watched by 5 million viewers!) Set
in Victorian England in the 1890s, Tipping the Velvet is a colorful, gutsy, passionate,
erotic, gender-bending love story about Nan Astley, an oyster girl from Whitstaple
who has a crush and passion for Kitty, a popular cross dressing music hall star.
Nan journeys from the beaches of Southern England to the heart of London's West
End where she joins Kitty as a male impersonator on the vaudeville stage. In an

TIPPING THE VELVET

era where love between women is clandestine, it is inevitable that difficult choices
have to be made. Abandoned by Kitty, Nan takes to the streets in her survival guise
as soldier boy. Spotted and picked up by a wealthy widow, Nan is drawn into a luxurious world populated by predatory lesbian socialites seeking debauchery, sex
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and spectacle. Fleeing from servitude/sex-slavery, Nan searches for Florence, a
sympathetic socialist campaigning for rights for women and the working class.
Initially mistrustful, Florence develops a strong bond with Nan that blossoms into
real and lasting love. Dir. Geoff Sax, 2002, UK, Video, 150 Mins.
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At twenty, Laurence is always ready to fall in love. Unfortunately, she scares
off her suitors with her eagerness. As a result, they either cheat on her or dump
her! When her mother dies, Laurence decides to find Renée, her grandmother,
whom she hasn’t seen since she was a child. Renée isn’t particularly keen on seeing her granddaughter again… Her naivety annoys her immensely. To prove to
Laurence that true love doesn’t exist and that men will continually fool her, Renée
offers to train her in her art of living. An art that consists of a few basic rules:
seduce a rich man, marry him as soon as possible, quickly rid yourself of him (discreetly but permanently), pocket his life insurance premium, use it selfishly and…

THE VERY MERRY
WIDOWS
(MARIEES MAIS PAS TROP)

start all over again. Laurence allows her unusual grandmother to train her. But it’s
a risky game…both for this fiendish couple and for the men who cross their path.
To complicate matters both Laurence and Renée are testing the waters of…can it
be…true love. Laurence object of desire just happens to be the insurance agent
who is investigating a past claim of Rene’s. This light and breezy black comedy
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has a retro feeling that seems to fit very well in contemporary society.

Dir.

Catherine Corsini, 2003, France, 35mm, 99 mins. / In French with English subtitles.
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Tiger is a German-bred Serb. His closest friend is Kosovo Albanian Kiki, who’s
in the country illegally. Not only do these two blue-collar chums have to deal with
the distrust and loathing between their compatriots, but Kiki doesn’t seem to
notice just how much Tiger feels for him. While Kiki tries to elude the authorities
and get a girlfriend, Tiger is always there, fighting on his behalf and bailing him
out. Does Tiger know what to make of these feelings? A haunting drama set
against real-life international conflicts.

Dir. Alain Gasponer, 2002, Germany,

35mm, 55 mins. / In German with English subtitles.

KIKI & TIGER

Based on a true story, this moving feature by Eytan Fox, offers a gripping, emotional story of two men braving battle lines around and between them. Yossi and
Jagger are two young Israeli army officers stationed on a remote outpost in
Lebanon. Secret lovers, they’re painfully aware of the decorum and discretion they
must observe, as well as the gravity of their mission. Jagger dreams of a future
with Yossi, while Yossi, as commanding officer, struggles to understand what his
love may mean outside the secret realm they inhabit together. Ordered on a fateful, late-night ambush, the lovers’ irreconcilable double lives lead them to a
heartrending but cataclysmic climax. Lyrical and awash with romanticism, Yossi &
Jagger insightfully depicts courage of different stripes. Dir. Eytan Fox, 2002,

YOSSI & JAGGER
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Israel, 35mm, 65 mins. / In Hebrew with English subtitles.

YES NURSE, NO NURSE
(JA ZUSTER, NEE ZUSTER)
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“The 1960’s-retro set design and choreography give the tradition of the great
Hollywood musicals a camp, contemporary twist. There are shades of Jean Paul
Gaultier in the gay chic design and costumes, in the pink screen splits and tinted
postcard tableaux” – SCREEN INTERNATIONAL
With the triumph of Chicago and Moulin Rouge, Hollywood has declared that
the musical is back in a big way! But Dutch filmmaker Pieter Kramer hasn’t been
wasting his time waiting to hear this news from us. He’s been busy making Yes
Nurse, No Nurse!, a delightful Dutch treat of a musical homage to the 60s,
Amsterdam style! It’s nothing like those bloated Hollywood spectaculars that take
home the Oscars, but it sure is fun. No other movie in the Festival is going to give
you a Busby Berkeley-style title sequence featuring nurses instead of chorines...Or
an opening number that Variety described as“...a cross between The Umbrella’s
of Cherbourg and Singing in the Rain in inspiration and poster-color look” and
praised for its “lightness” and “cheerful cheesiness...that’s just right.” And what
could be better than a bleached-blonde burglar with a bubble butt strutting around
in his underwear, singing an endearing love song – to his pet pigeons! That sort
of thing just comes with the territory at Nurse Klivia’s Rest Home, where the residents aren’t necessarily old – they’re just a little different. The only fly in the ointment is a grumpy neighbor who wants to drive Klivia and her zany charges out of
their house. But when an extremely gay hairdresser opens up a shop across the
street, the plot takes a number of queer twists as both the neighbor and the neighborhood begin to change... Dir. Pieter Kramer, 2002, Netherlands, 35mm, 104
mins. / In Dutch with English subtitles.

“I’ll show what happened, not why. To me, there will never be a why that could
satisfy. I want to tell the story of two otherwise unremarkable suburban kids
who set themselves upon this terrifying course of action. I want to take an audience into their lives – as close as anyone can get – and let people discover that
you can never get close enough.” – DIRECTOR BEN COCCIO
A chilling look inside the minds of two high school boys, Zero Day brings us into
the world of best friends Andre and Cal, alienated teens determined to carry out
a violent attack on their high school. This self-named “Army of Two” uses video
cameras to record preparations for their final “mission.” Despite their intentions,
in many respects Andre and Cal come across as typical teenagers. Andre is the
more aggressive and disgruntled of the two, Cal his more attractive and easy-going

ZERO DAY

sidekick. The film provides a window into their chillingly ordinary lives. We are
seduced by their intelligence, their humor, their directness, the inward and outward
expressions of adolescent angst and their terrible single-mindedness.
The style of the film, ostensibly a documentary video diary (but in actuality, a
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rigorously scripted drama) will inevitably bring comparisons to The Blair Witch Project.
However, Zero Day is no pale imitation of any other movie. Highly believable, its
characters’ actions suggest the making of a Columbine-style tragedy. The film features a superb cast of non-professionals, including the boys’ real-life parents as
themselves. Zero Day is a debut feature by 27-year-old Ben Coccio, recently
named among Filmmaker Magazine’s annual “25 Filmmakers To Watch.” Dir. Ben
Coccio, 2003, USA, DVD, 92 mins.
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Jack Smyth launched the State News as a daily newspaper to give Downstate
Delaware an identity and voice of its own. While many in Delaware's upstate
"power structure" predicted the new daily would fail, downstate readers and
advertisers were quick to adopt it as their own.
Since then, Downstate Delaware has come a long way. No longer do
Downstaters have to travel above the canal for any of their needs. Upstaters
now envy the superior environment and lifestyle that their neighbors to the
south enjoy.
Jack Smyth is gone, but his son still chairs the non-profit journalistic trust
that publishes the "Downstate Daily". And the State News, now in its 50th
year of service, continues to give voice to Downstate issues and celebrate the
Downstate lifestyle.

COMMENTS OR REACTIONS? PLEASE EMAIL FEEDBACK@NEWSZAP.COM
44

Alexander Becker is an ambitious lawyer preparing for the case of his lifetime
until he gets a call from the clinic where he placed Fabian, his mentally handicapped brother years ago, at the time of the death of their mother. The clinic is
undergoing renovations, and it will be necessary for Alexander to take Fabian
home with him for a month. There is just one small problem-Alexander has never
told his wife and kids that Fabian exists. When Fabian arrives, unannounced to the
rest of the family, big changes are in store. As Fabian becomes a catalyst for
unsettled conflicts between Alexander and his wife, Fabian’s way of viewing things
with a child-like awareness wins over the kids. Fabian finds solace in staring at the
stars, and it seems that everyone except Alexander is entranced by his awe over

ZODIAC SIGN

the simple things in life. But Alexander knows that the past is not so simple, and

(STERNZEICHEN)

the resurfacing of suppressed memories about the death of their mother is a
painful reminder of why Fabian was put away and forgotten. Reminiscent of Rain
Man, director Peter Patzak’s Zodiac Sign gives us a moving and, at times, comic

11/6
11/7
11/8

4:20
12:20
6:50

story of redemption and forgiveness, which touches all the emotions from grief
through laughter. Dir. Peter Patzak, 2002, Germany, 35mm, 97 mins. / In
German with English subtitles.

SPONSORS

>>

12:20 Papastravros’
Associates Medical Imaging

< EAST COAST PREMIERE >
Director, Peter Patzak and Producer, Alexander Gehrke are scheduled to attend.

FEATURES
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Is there a film that sold out all three screenings last year that you were so
bummed you missed? Do you always seem to miss everyone’s favorite film? Is
there just too many good films to fit into one festival (that is a definite yes!), then

?

this don’t miss the Audience Favorite. While three screenings on any film is usually adequate, there are always a few of those films that seem to demand even
more screenings. We decided to save a few spaces in order to meet this demand.
Keep your eyes open at the box office for updated information on what will fill
these slots. We may even throw you a curve and put in a late entry or a gem from
days gone by, but whatever is ultimately screened, we are sure you will enjoy it!

AUDIENCE FAVORITES
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Papastravor’s Associates
Medical Imaging

new
FEATURES

I N THE AFTERNOON

THE NEW IN THE AFTERNOON PROGRAM IS OUR EFFORT TO REACH OUT TO THE “LOCAL” FILMMAKING COMMUNITY. WHILE MOST PEOPLE
WOULD NOT ASSUME THAT WE ARE A REGION WITH A LARGE NUMBER OF FILMMAKERS, WE CERTAINLY DO HAVE SOME PROFESSIONALS
WITH A DESIRE TO BE HEARD. A FILMMAKER CAN WORK ANYWHERE THAT HOUSES CREATIVITY, INGENUITY, EQUIPMENT AND A TON OF
MOTIVATION. THESE FILMS ALL TYPIFY THE ATTITUDE OF SUCCESS, OF HARD WORKING REAL PEOPLE DRIVEN BY A DESIRE TO PRESENT
GREAT FILMS. WHILE SOME MAY ULTIMATELY DESIRE THE “HOLLYWOOD” IDEA OF FILM, FOR NOW I WOULD VENTURE TO SAY THEY ARE
HAPPY WITH CREATING GREAT FILMS…WITHOUT ALL THE PROBLEMS CURRENTLY PLAGUING HOLLYWOOD AND THE FILMS IT IS PRODUCING.
SO PLEASE ENJOY THE GREAT WORK THAT IS BEING PRODUCED IN OUR OWN LITTLE PIECE OF OUR SELF PROCLAIMED HEAVEN.

FORTUNATE SON / Shot in Salisbury with a Salisbury crew and actors from Milton, Lewes and Salisbury. The film is based
on a story by a man who once was on faculty at Salisbury. / For tunate Son is the stor y of how Vera attempts to extor t
college funds from Richard, her ex-husband of 19 years, for Walter the son whom Richard has never heard of. There are some
"complications" in Vera's plan but to reveal too much would diminish the fun. On a deeper level, the film will cause those babyboomers in the audience to reflect on the aftermath of the social revolutions of the 60's and 70's. Produced and shot on location
in Salisbury, the film stars local actors, Anne Colwell and James Keegan of Milton, DE, Nita Gary of Lewes, DE and Anthony

d to attend.

Parker, a recent S.U. graduate, of Baltimore. The film is an adaptation of a work originally written for the stage by poet and
playwright Jeff Skinner of Louisville, KY. Mr. Skinner taught at S.U. during the late 80's. "Fortunate Son" was produced by Nancy
Mitchell, adjunct English faculty at S.U. and her husband John Ebert, who also directed.
This is their first feature film. Dir. John Ebert, 2003, USA, Video, 70 mins.

SATURDAY

11/8

12:10

Director John Ebert and Nancy Mitchell are scheduled to attend.

RISE BY SIN / WORLD PREMIERE / With a crew based out of Brigatine, NJ and filmed in Philadelphia, Rise By Sin was
produced with first time actors, no directorial experience and little more resources than will, intellect and ambition. The film
represents the spirit of true indie filmmaking. Production began in 1999 and in early 2002 – 17 months later it was finally
complete for under $4,000. / The film is a modern morality tale set in Philadelphia and revolves around the brilliant and introverted high school junior Charlie Sands and his outgoing, “All-American kid” older brother Jimmy. Early in their lives, the brothers
lost their father and each boy reacts differently to the loss. Charlie looks to the wisdom of philosophy, world religion and classical
literature and shunning many of the trappings of teenage life. Jimmy on the other hand is the more traditional teen, chasing
girls and playing basketball. Jimmy and his best friend Trevor get involved in minor marijuana dealing. This morally questionable
yet relatively innocent life choice stands in direct opposition to Charlie’s ideas and leads Jimmy down a treacherous and
ultimately deadly path. The film, while sustaining a hard-edged world of drugs and thuggery also manages to get at the core of
the people involved and brings humanity to them all. Dirs. Greg Santarsiero and Mark
Bernardi, 2003, USA, DVD, 97 mins.
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SATURDAY

11/8

2:15

Directors Greg Santarsiero and Mark Bernardi are scheduled to appear.

the quality of light

rise by sin

fortunate son

cold harbor

American Film Institute. / Filmed primarily in Rehoboth Beach with portions shot in Baltimore and Ocean City, Maryland, the
cast and crew actually survived most of the Delmarva regions weather. In April a freak snowstorm forced production inside
followed one week later by the 60 degree weather of the Indian summer followed up with rainstorms and bone chilling
nights…but after 18 days of shooting the principal photography was completed…welcome to Delaware! Cold Harbor tells the
story of four brothers who spend a winter weekend in a small seaside town coming to terms with the suicide of their estranged
father. It is the story of four unique individuals dealing with loss, sibling rivalry, lost opportunities and finally, communal closure

FEATURES

COLD HARBOR / This fictional story is suggested by the real life experiences of writer director whose own father committed suicide in Ocean City, Maryland in 1981, when Brandau was a film student attending Towson University and The

as the four brothers bury the ghost of their dead father. The film is a tough, touching film that is full of gritty, honest moments
and dark humorous situations. It is about dealing with loss and family mythology and ultimately, burying the dead and getting on
with life. Dir. Tom Brandau, 2003, USA, Video, 100 mins.
SUNDAY

11/9

12:10

Director Tom Brandau and Producer Mark Redfield are scheduled to appear.

THE QUALITY OF LIGHT / Hailing from Washington, DC, Keith Gaby, writer/director by night, environmental political
organization worker by day, brings this wonderful film to the screen / The Philadelphia Film Festival said this about the film
“…a beautiful, romantic and tender work which understands audiences want well written and truthful stories told from the
heart. This movie also boasts astonishing performances” The Quality of Light is the story of a reunion between Mary (Blythe
Danner and David (Frederic Forrest), who were once passionate lovers – for two weeks, thirty five years ago – and have not
seen each other since. Through a funny, sometimes uncomfortable, and combative evening we learn what that brief romance
meant to them and how they feel about the subsequent course of their lives. In the end, each must come to terms with choices
they’ve made and deal with their intense, perhaps passionate, feelings for the other. Dir. Keith
Gaby, 2003, USA, Video, 86 mins.

SUNDAY

11/9

2:25

Producer Ged Dickersin and Executive Producer Ken Jarin are scheduled to attend.

SPONSOR

>>

Delaware State News
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FEATURES

shock

IT TO ME CINEMA

THE “LATE NIGHT” FILM IS ALIVE AND WELL THANKS TO THE RBIFF. HAVE YOU BEEN CALLED STRANGE, DUE TO YOUR MOVIE TASTES?
HAVE YOU EVER FOUND YOURSELF THE ONLY ONE LAUGHING IN A MOVIE? ARE YOU ABLE TO LOOK BEYOND THE POOR SPECIAL EFFECTS
AND THE OVER-THE-TOP ACTING OF B-MOVIES? IF YOU ANSWERED YES TO ANY OF THESE (OR EVEN ONE) YOU ARE A PERFECT CANDIDATE FOR SHOCK IT TO ME CINEMA. FOR THOSE OF YOU FANS OF THE “INTERESTING”, “OBSCURE” “KOOKY” AND OTHERWISE “ODD”
FILM, YOU HAVE FOUND NIRVANA (AND I DON’T MEAN THE BAND. THIS YEAR’S CROP IS A GREAT BLEND OF
THE OBSCURE, RAUCOUS, GENRE-BENDING WITH A SPECIAL ODE TO THOSE STRANGE JAPANESE. THIS YEAR
THE SHOCKS ARE LESS INTENSE, BUT MUCH MORE FUN….SO SIT BACK, RELAX, AND ENJOY THE RIDE!

evil

HAPPINESS OF THE KATAKURIS (Katakuri-ke no Kofuku) The Katakuri family opened a peaceful mountain inn to taste
the good life and bond as a family, but their guests keep dying and in order to keep their reputation they have no choice but
to chop them up and bury them...bury them all! Takashi Miike's mutant musical is an all-singing, all-dancing, all-dismemberment
extravaganza of family values, caked with grime and grue. The hapless Katakuris bounce from one disaster to another dancing
and singing all the way. When the budget flags, scenes unfurl in claymation. When love songs begin, they sport helpful karaoke
subtitles for audience sing-a-long. The best feel-good, fun-time movie The Sound of Music, The Happiness Of The Katakuris is
a warm, loving hug from a complete and total psychopath. Dir. Takashi Miike, 2002, Japan,
35mm,

113

mins.

/

In

Japanese

with

English

subtitles.

FRIDAY

11/7

9:45

CRAZE (AKA: The Demon Lover and The Infernal Idol) / More Cheesy than a fondue, enough camp to last a summer /
Craze is the story of Neal Mottram (Jack Palance) the bi-sexual owner of an antique shop in London, he is also a believer in
witchcraft and keeps Chuku, an African idol in the cellar where his black magic rituals take place. Chuku, the infernal idol,
exerts a growing influence on Neal as he becomes involved in a series of strange ritual murders. The first sacrifice to Chuku
occurs accidentally. The following day Neal discovers £1000 in gold sovereigns in an old antique desk in his shop, thus Neal
believes more than ever the African legend which says that if one gives Chuku a sacrifice one always reaps a reward and Neal
intends to be rewarded more than once... The police are soon on the case, and Neil's live-in partner Simon doesn't waste any
time in berating the old queen for praying to Chuko in the basement of the shop with the door wide open. "You and those crazy
witches may call it sacrifice," he whines, "The police will call it murder!" And so the story goes…
Dir. Freddie Francis, 1973, UK, Video, 96 mins.
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FRIDAY

11/7

10:00

WILD ZERO The closest I can come to an adequate description would be…Rocky Horror Picture Show meets Night of the
Living Dead. Ace, a rockabilly fan who really wants to be cool, is on his way to seeing his favorite group Guitar Wolf, when a
strange thing occurs…aliens invade the Earth and people start returning to life as flesh eating zombies! Enlisting the help of
the (real-life) Japanese rock/punk band Guitar Wolf (and self-proclaimed coolest rock band in the world), Ace and the members
of the band get entangled in many misadventures with crazy rock managers in very tight shorts, transsexuals, naked women
shooting guns in the shower and blood-thirty zombies ready to tear them apart! Leather jackets, loud over-modulated music,
laser guitar picks, motorcycles, muscle cars and LOTS of fire…it’s all right here! Did we also happen to mention flesh eating
zombies? Dir. Tetsuro Takeuchi, Japan/Germany, 2001, DVD, 98 mins. / In Japanese
SATURDAY

with English subtitles.

11/8

9:05

FEATURES

happiness of the katakuris
EVIL < WORLD PREMIERE > / A Local horror film? Shot entirely in Ellendale, Delaware utilizing a cast and crew of locals,
this is a can’t miss for all of you cult horror film fans, as well as those of you who have always wanted to see our beloved
region captured on film. / This isn’t Hollywood! So get ready to be scared, terrorized and shocked as you are taken into the
depths of evil and fear in this ultimate tale of terror! When two friends, Dylan and Allen move from the crime of big city Baltimore
to a small-town community on the Eastern Shore, it is peace and tranquility they are seeking. Unfortunately for them, the small
town they have chosen holds nothing but dread and carnage as one local after another meets a grisly death. Who is the killer?
Can the killing be stopped? Dir. Todd Michael Smith, USA, 2003, DVD, 84 mins.
SATURDAY

11/8

10:00

Director Todd Michael Stevens is scheduled to appear.
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celebration

OF THE STUDENT FILMMAKER

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 2003

/ 2:00 – 5:00

/

Upstairs Screening Room

Movies at Midway /

FREE

The Rehoboth Beach Film Society is committed to fostering the art of independent film. Because of this commitment, we
are proud to introduce the Student Film Committee. The group, comprised on a number of local high school and college
students have been meeting throughout the past year, discussing aspects of independent and international film, viewing
submissions and working on their own cinematic projects.

In an effort to gain hands on experience in film festivals,

the committee has taken on responsibility for conducting the student filmmaker portion of this year’s festival. They have sifted
through the myriad of submissions to the festival this year -- sent from high school and college students throughout the US
(and have even submitted a few of their own works), and will present their juried best on Sunday, November 9 at 2 p.m. in the
upstairs screening room at the Movies at Midway.

The group meets on a weekly basis and is open to all area high

school and college students. They are currently involved in a number of projects through the Rehoboth Beach Film Society
and will have a crew on hand throughout the week to film the 2003 Rehoboth Beach Independent Film Festival.

Several

of its members are now studying film and media in Boston, Los Angeles and New York. The Rehoboth Beach Film Society is
dedicated to fostering and appreciation for the arts in area youths and welcome visitors of the 2003 festival to stop by and
meet its members on Sunday.
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YOUR REAL ESTATE ADVISOR
for Rehoboth, Lewes and all beaches north.
Discover the other beaches
on the Delaware Bay

CALL HARRY WOODING
DIRECT LINE 302-684-3065
TOLL FREE 800-637-2771
OFFICE 302-227-4800
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DOCUMENTARIES

The name Bukowski is as synonymous with fighting and f--king as it is with
poetry and prose. Charles Bukowski was one of those rare writers whose work
succeeded in creating a mythos of epic proportions around its creator. He came
to personify the downest and dirtiest of human existence. In a direct, clean style,
he wrote about unthinkable, but very real, degradation based on his own personal,
hellacious experiences. Best known for Notes of a Dirty Old Man, Love Is a Dog
from Hell, and the autobiographical novels, Women, Hollywood, and Post Office, as
well as the screenplay for Barfly, Bukowski is considered one of the most influential
authors of his generation. His language is simple, powerful, and often graphic.

BUKOWSKI: BORN
INTO THIS

With exceptional insight and skill, he tears away the mask from conventional civilized life to reveal a raw, tragic, sometimes humorous, but often unsettling reality.
Bukowski: Born into This brilliantly manages to do this same thing to the man.
Utilizing an amazing array of interviews to reveal Bukowski in his own words and
as seen by the people who knew him best, the film peels off the hardened mask

THURSDAY
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8:45
4:30
4:35

of the beast to reveal the insecure, loving, and extremely human man underneath.
Dir. John Dullaghan, 2002, USA, 35mm, 130 mins.

SPONSORS >> 4:35 Cape Gazette

Family life has always been essentially a private preserve, a world of secrets
and closed doors, of guarded relationships and unattractive truths that never see
the light of day. Andrew Jarecki's film, Capturing the Friedmans, is such an amazing
revelation because it does what the title promises: captures a family on film. It
creates a portrait which is complex, ambivalent, and absolutely engrossing
because of video. Home movies were limited to recording special events, but the
development of home video changed all that and made this film possible. The
Friedmans are a seemingly typical, upper-middle-class Jewish family whose world
is instantly transformed when the father and his youngest son are arrested and
charged with shocking and horrible crimes. Caught up in hysteria and with their

CAPTURING
THE FRIEDMANS

Great Neck community in an uproar, the family undergoes a media onslaught. But
they shot the really interesting footage themselves. Given access to the family
videos, Jarecki constructs his film as an investigation, but our expectations are
constantly subverted. The film inquires not just into the life of a family but into a

THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SUNDAY
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community, a legal system, and an era. By constantly changing perspectives and
keeping the audience's judgments and understanding in flux, Capturing the
Friedmans embodies the difficulty of capturing the truth. Winner – Grand Jury
Prize Best Documenatry at the 2003 Sundance Film Festival.
Jarecki, 2002, USA, 35mm, 107 mins.

Dir. Andrew

LOVE AND DIANE

SPONSORS
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3:00 Teleduction

It takes a special person to adopt a special-needs child. Susan Tom of Fairfield,
California, adopted eleven. My Flesh and Blood spends a year in the lives of eleven
exceptional children with eleven extraordinary needs and eleven very different life
stories – all living under one roof. In director Jonathan Karsh's words, the Tom

DOCUMENTARIES

THURSDAY
SATURDAY

"Jennifer Dworkin's compelling documentary immerses you so intensely in the
problems of the Hazzards, a troubled New York family living on public assistance,
that by the end of its two and a half hours you feel almost like a member of the
household… What lifts the movie above many other high-minded documentaries
dealing with poverty and the welfare cycle is the filmmaker's astounding empathy
for both Diane and Love.” – STEPHEN HOLDEN, NEW YORK TIMES
Her name is Love Hazzard, and it would defy the imagination of most dramatists
to evoke a better two-word summary of an 'at-risk' family, and the tortured dynamics
that go along with it; warmth and resentment, innocence and guilt, heaven and
hell. Love and her siblings were torn from their mother, Diane, by New York City's
social services after a school-age Love informed a teacher about Diane's crack
habit. After a decade of separation Diane claims to be clean, sober and prayerful.
But the damage is done; Love and Diane are virtual strangers to one another, and
at a time when the daughter could use the most support. For the now-adult Love
is HIV-positive, and she has passed the virus on to her newborn baby boy
Donyaeh. Furthermore, the younger Hazzard suffers from mental illness, and she
now claims memories of childhood molestation by Charles, a now-deceased brother
whose efforts to lift Diane out of addiction have enshrined him as a household
hero. When Diane confides her fears about Love's state of mind to her own counselor,
police threaten to put Donyaeh into foster care, unless Love Hazzard can prove to the
system her fitness as a parent. It takes a village to raise a child, goes a favorite
cliché, but it can take a city to destroy a family, and this one is frighteningly vulnerable. Movies are not commonly made about the people in Love & Diane, the
ones barely clinging to the strands of society's so-called safety net, and that
makes Jennifer Dworkin's monumental verité documentary so much richer, and
more important. Dir. Jennifer Dworkin, 2002, USA, Video, 155 mins.

household "makes THE OSBOURNES look like OZZIE AND HARRIET." This Technicolor
family portrait includes the daughter without legs who dates the most popular boy
in school, the daughter with severe burns who becomes the top student in her
class and the son battling both Cystic Fibrosis and Bipolar Disorder, whose heartbreaking reunion with his biological mother is as jarring as the epithets he slings
at his "freaky" sisters. With remarkable and wrenching honesty, My Flesh and

MY FLESH AND BLOOD

Blood asks the tough questions: What motivated Tom to take on this brood? What
happens when a single mom finds she can't do it all? Why does government assistance fail to support the adoptive parent? But the inevitable struggles at the Tom
house never overshadow the moments of sheer joy and irrepressible laughter. After
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all, they're just kids. Even through the tragic end of one child's life, the Tom siblings
reveal themselves to Karsh with candor and determination so affecting and inspiring,
it's impossible not to wonder why we can't all find room in our hearts – and our homes

SPONSORS

>>

12:00 Cannon Technologies
4:25 Dolphin Dreaming

– for children who need both. Winner – Audience Award Beast Documentary
2003 Sundance Film Festival Dir. Jonathan Karsh, 2003, USA, Video, 83 mins.

Courtesy of Silverdocs
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DOCUMENTARIES

Power Trip examines the difficulty involved in transitioning from communism
to a free-market society by focusing on the struggle for electricity in the former
Soviet Republic of Georgia. The massive American utility company, AES, comes to
Tbilisi to take over Georgia's only existing power company, which was previously
owned and operated by the government. At first glance, it seems that the greed
of corporate America has once again invaded a small, helpless country just to
make a profit. However, it soon becomes clear that AES is sincerely committed to
improving the sporadic service and dangerous conditions of the former corrupt
suppliers, even in the face of losing $120,000 per day. AES manager Piers Lewis,
who has lived in Tbilisi for six years, has the unpleasant task of teaching his neighbors

POWER TRIP

that in the new free world; customers must pay for their electricity, which in Tbilisi
often amounts to two weeks' pay. He graciously tries to work with his customers,
all the while keeping a strict policy of "no money, no power," and he is forced to
balance his love for the Georgian people with the hardships his company will create
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for them. Through his many trips to the region, director Paul Devlin constructs a
complex tale involving assassinations, public demonstrations and shady, politically
motivated blackouts. Without Devlin's camera documenting the rocky transition,
no one would have believed the corruption behind the scenes when the lights went
out in Georgia. Dir. Paul Devlin, 2003, USA/Republic of Georgia, Video, 85 mins.
/ In English and Georgian with English subtitles.
Producer Claire Missannelli is scheduled to attend.

DOCUMENTARY SHORTS

THE FOLLOWING SHORT SUBJECT DOCUMENTARIES BRING US UP CLOSE AND

PERSONAL WITH PEOPLE, PLACES AND THINGS. TAKING AIM AT SUBJECTS INCLUDING AIDS ORPHANS IN KENYA, TRANSGENDER PEOPLE,
A DREAMSCAPE ON THE SEASHORE AND A BALTIMORE GROUP UNITING LOCAL ARTISTS WITH ITS OWN COMMUNITY, THESE SHORTS WILL
ENRICH OUR LIVES THROUGH BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE WORLD IN WHICH WE LIVE.

TOTAL RUNNING TIME 83 MINS.

CORONA Not a story film, but rather a surreal sleepwalk or dreamscape memoir which reconstructs the filmmaker’s childhood
and coming of age pilgrimages to the seashore. The sound impressions, music, geography, visual metaphors and narration
embrace places of familial epiphany in an effort to reframe a lost place and time. Corona is an intimate film about a mother
who would initiate late-night journeys to the shore in hopes of soothing her turbulent soul. She was drawn to the pious seaside
community of Ocean Grove where Billy Graham preached and promised spiritual revival and redemption. But the guilty, innocent
pleasures of the nearby Asbury Park boardwalk, with its neon attractions, greasy burgers and fries mingling with the sea air
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could overwhelm Graham’s fiery born-again rhetoric. Dir. John Columbus, 2002, USA, Video, 9 mins.

fluid movement

FLUID MOVEMENT Age, body type and fitness are of no obvious relevance in the casting of this French-inspired synchronized
swimming event extraordinaire and neither is the ability to swim, as long as everyone has the desire to improvise and collaborate
creatively with their neighbors, literally. Fluid Movement follows an eccentric yet sincere group of Baltimoreans through the hilarious
process of developing an amateur water ballet in an urban park pool. You will meet the “artists”, the neighborhood people who
range from a wise old Ukranian woman to the dry-humored (yet game for anything) pool manager, and a community organizer
who offers cogent theories of modern performance art while dressed in an artificial lei and a funny hat. They have all come
together in a valiant effort to take back the declining park. From the community auditions to the opening night, you desperately
want to laugh at these folks but realize soon enough that they beat you to it. Dir. Beth Pacunas, 2003, USA, Video, 23 mins.

LEFT BEHIND Winner of a student Academy Award and a College Emmy, the film was produced and directed by Washington
DC resident Christof Putzel. Left Behind is a documentary that reveals the devastating effects of AIDS on Kenya's children by
exploring the lives of HIV-positive orphans at Nyumbani Children's Home; why the virus spreads in the poverty-ridden slum of
Kibera; and the struggle for survival of homeless children in nearby Dagoretti who lost their parents to AIDS. Through the eyes
and voices of the children themselves, as well as prostitutes, slum dwellers and those infected with HIV, Left Behind dramatically
Dir. Christof Putzel, 2002, Video, 34 mins. / In English, Swahili and Kikukyo with English subtitles.

XX TO XY: FIGHTING TO BE JAKE The film is a documentary about Jake, who was born female, but since his early childhood,
felt there had been a genetic mistake: he was a boy. XX to XY is an intimate portrait using interviews, music, and animation,
about an individual’s courage to stand up against society, the medical system, mother nature and his own fears. Jake is ready to
fight to change his gender however difficult it may be and whatever consequences he may encounter. He’ll do anything to become
the man he has always thought he should have been born as. Dir.Emily Atef, 2003, Germany, Video, 20 Mins. / In English.

Director, Christoif Putzel (Left Behind) and Producer David Beaudouin (Fluid Movement) are scheduled to attend.

FRIDAY 11/7 6:00
SATURDAY 11/8 4:40
SPONSOR

>>

xx to xy: fighting to be jake

DOCUMENTARIES

exposes the enormity of the challenge that faces all those who seek to help the victims and prevent the collapse of a continent.

4:40 Atlantic Sands
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left behind

SHORTS

fairies

10% shorts

THE BEST GAY AND LESBIAN SHORTS

ODD LITTLE DITTIES AND QUIRKY STORIES COEXIST ALONGSIDE SOME POWERFUL, THOUGHT PROVOKING FILMS. THE TREND IN GLBT
SHORTS HAS BEEN AWAY FROM THE FUN AND TOWARDS THE HEAVY-HANDED, BUT THESE SHORTS (FOR THE MOST PART) HARKENS BACK
TO THE GOOD OLD DAYS OF FUNN(Y)…FUNN(Y)…FUNN(Y).

KISS AND TELL asks the age old question…have you ever kissed a girl? The twist is the question is posed to women (young
and old, big and small). You will find the answers quite amusing. Dir. Michaline Babich, 2003, USA, Video, 9 mins. MASTUR-

BATION: PUTTING THE FUN INTO SELF-LOVING As the old adage goes…when you have a good hand, you don’t need a
partner…however you will learn that more often than not…you won’t even need a hand! If only the educational films of the 50’s
(which it is modeled after) were this informative. Dir. J.T. Tepnapa, 2002, USA, Video, 8 mins. GIVE OR TAKE AN INCH A
family of queer brothers and sisters face the question of what is “normal”? when their older sister decides it is time for a
change. Dir. Lee Friedlander, 2003, USA, 15 mins. SEVENTY tells the tale of 2 life long friends who share the same birthday.
Arthur is gay. Maxwell is straight. Arthur has been in love with Maxwell for fifty-five years. Today, on their seventieth birthday,
they have a most interesting gift exchange. Dir. Q. Allan Brocka, 2003, USA, Video, 8 mins. STARCROSSED To woo her horoscope obsessed co-worker, Sophie secretly takes a job as an astrologer in this quirky lesbian romantic comedy…with a French
twist. Dir. Lorene Machado, 2003, USA, Video, 21 mins. / In English and French with English subtitles. BOBBYCRUSH 12
year-old Bobby Stone has a crush on his best friend Dylan Hammer. Dylan doesn’t feel the same way. A dreamlike gem, Bobby
lives in a world where almost anything can happen. Marching bands follow him down the street to celebrate his purity and innocence. Dir. Cam Archer, 2003, USA, Video, 10 mins. D.E.B.S. A troupe of siren-like schoolgirls are trained to be dangerous
action heroes, but one of the girls is hiding a secret..will it disrupt the girls unity and crime fighting abilities? Dir. Angela
Robinson, 2002, USA, Video, 11 mins. FAIRIES follows Timothy who is constantly teased for being different than the rest of
his classmates. While studying “A Midsummer Night's Dream" in class, Timothy dreams of a way to create a world where he
won't be so different from his homophobic community. With the help of "Midsummer," an inspiring teacher, a vivid musical
dream and tons of glitter – he finds a way to fit in. Dir. Thomas Gustafson, 2003, USA, Video, 20 mins.
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TOTAL RUNNING TIME 102 MINS.
Director Tom Gustafson (Fairies) and Producer Cory James (Fairies) are scheduled to attend.

THURSDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY
SPONSORS

11/6
11/8
11/9
>>

7:00
6:00
3:00

6:00 Reel Affirmations

seventy

SHORTS

d.e.b.s.

give or take an inch
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starcrossed

REHOBOTH BEACH FILM SOCIETY

SHORTS

AND THE SUSSEX COUNTY READING COUNCIL PRESENT

RE VISIT ED

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 2003
Upstairs – Movies at Midway /

/ 2:00 – 4:00

/

Video Screening Room

FREE / Sponsored by: Delaware Electric Cooperative

Hey dudes, its Joey again. I am sure a lot of you were at the Kid’s Day last year and had such a neato time; you will want to
do it again. For those of you who didn’t make it…this year is your chance and it will be better than ever. We will once again
have FACE PAINTING and CRAFT PROJECTS and STORYTELLING and a bunch of really far-out FILMS to watch. SNACKS
and SPECIAL TREATS will also be part of the day. Your parents are welcome to join in on the fun…if they aren’t worried about
doing really cool stuff. The nice people at the Sussex County Reading Council, who planned this special day for us, are so great
to do this for all of the local kids. They really do care about us and want to help us grow up and be great members of society
(not sure what that means…but it sounds like something I want to do!)

While there is so much going on that you may

not even care about the movies...I just thought I would tell you a little bit about the radical stuff you may see. THE VEST is
like this really nice mom who makes a really nice vest for her daughter to wear to school, which she does, and some of the
kids tease her for the homemade vest…she responds in a manner that is not good and then she has to say why she did that.
In the end it’s all cool and it is funny too. SWEET TOOTH is about a girl who really wants show-and-tell to be special, so she
does something bad (yet funny) and brings an item that is the talk of the school. We also will have some really neat documentary things (that means they can teach you cool things about things) from the kind folks at Landmark Media. We have THE

ADVENTURES OF PEPIN which tells us about the trouble with violence in schools, dental hygiene (this means clean teeth),
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nutrition, and littering. NATURE KNOWS BEST teaches us great things about our surroundings. ANIMALS I LOVE takes us
around the world with some neat stories about animals.

little enticement

Savings of up to 50%.
Great selection for
preemie through size 7.

Little Me Outlet Store • Ocean Outlets #3 • Rehoboth Beach
302.226.8501 • littleme.com
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SHORTS

around the world
IN 101 MINUTES

WE SEARCHED THE WORLD TO BRING YOU THE BEST SHORTS AND CAME UP WITH SOME DOOZIES. WHILE MANY OF THESE ARE IN THE
ENGLISH LANGUAGE (OR NO LANGUAGE AT ALL), THEY STILL REPRESENT THE NUANCES THAT MAKE THEM TRULY UNIQUE TO THEIR COUNTRIES
OF ORIGIN. WE EVEN THREW IN ONE FROM THE GOOD OLD USA..IT IS PART OF THE WORLD AFTER ALL. FROM THE SLIGHTLY OFF-CENTER,
TO THE TRULY WACKO…WITH SOME POINTS TO PONDER THROWN IN FOR GOOD MEASURE THESE SHORTS ARE SURE TO PLEASE.

STEVEN’S SIN A nineteen year-old Mormon missionary, Steven Brown, travels to Southern California where he meets Javier,
an older, charismatic missionary who exposes Steven to a world of temptation the likes of which he has never seen. As
Steven’s attraction and feelings for Javier grow, he is forced to re-examine his beliefs, his sexuality and his relationship to God
and the church. Dir. Linda Tarryk, USA, 2003, Video, 15 mins. WHAT ABOUT THE BODIES < US PREMIERE > Mystery, misfortune and miscommunication…in spades. Dir. Simon Ellis, 2003, UK, Video, 8 Mins. HEART < EAST COAST PREMIERE >
A distraught singer readies for his performance and overcomes his grief through a song in this moving, poetic response to the
events of September 11. Dir. Ann Marie Fleming, 2002, Canada, 35mm, 7 mins. CRY FOR BOBO < EAST COAST PREMIERE >
Frantic knockabout tragedy ensues when BoBo is sent to prison for committing a daring but silly crime. Can he escape in time
to prevent his family from bringing shame in all of clowndom? Cry For Bobo is a rioutous comedy, but also a serious allegory about
bigotry and persecution. Dir. David Cairns, 2002, UK, 35mm, 10 mins. SPCE < US PREMIERE > Dear Mom and Dad, I don’t
know what you did to deserve a kid like me, but like I said to Dad, I am taking the time in obedience camp to think and improve
myself. All of the trainers are very happy with me and I think you will both be very happy too and won’t recognize me when I
return home…your loving son, William. Dir. Marc Bisaillon, 2002, Canada, 35mm, 14 mins. In French with English subtitles.

FAST FILM On the surface, the film tells a simple story…a happy couple, the woman gets kidnapped, the man sets off to save
her...however all the scenes were taken from 300 different films produced in the course of history and is manifested in paper
print outs of images that then make up the story…it is utterly amazing. Dir. Virgil Widrich, 2003, Austria/Luxemburg, 35mm,
14 mins. No Dialog. ROADKILL < NORTH AMERICAN PREMIERE > is a black comedy about an urbanite who hits a duck with
her car. On the desolate country road, she feels compelled to put the heavily wounded animal out of its misery. A series of clumsy
attempts leads to a struggle with the duck, during which the lady loses all control and reveals herself to be the animal. Dir.
Jeroen Annokkee, 2002, Netherlands, 35mm, 5 mins. No dialogue. DID YOU EVER? < NORTH AMERICAN PREMIERE > The
California desert, somewhere between Death Valley and Los Angeles. She – pert, forward, a ball of fire – has just thrown her
mobile phone away after an angry tête-à-tête with her (ex) boyfriend. He – ruggedly handsome, the independent outdoors type –
is hitching a ride back to LA and knows a good bet when he sees one. Dir. Justin Leonard Stauber, 2003, 35mm, Germany,
35mm, 28 mins.
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TOTAL RUNNING TIME 101 MINS
Producer Tanja Meding (Did You Ever?) is scheduled to attend.

THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SPONSOR

>>

11/6
11/7

3:00
7:40

7:40 DG Yuengling Brewery

steven’s sin

cry for bobo

SPCE

SHORTS

did you ever?
what about
the bodies

heart

fast film
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25
SHORTS

NEW FACES

OF INDEPENDENT FILM SHORTS EXTRAVAGANZA
EACH YEAR FILMMAKER MAGAZINE, THE MAGAZINE OF INDEPENDENT FILMMAKERS AND ENTHUSIASTS, PICKS 25 “NEW” FACES. THESE
ARE THE ONES TO WATCH! IN YEARS GONE BY, THEY HAVE PICKED MANY WINNERS WHO HAVE GONE ON TO BE A BIG NAME IN THE INDEPENDENT FILM WORLD...AND IF THE AMAZING WORK COMPILED HERE IS ANY INDICATION, THIS YEAR’S CROP WILL MORE THAN LIKELY
PROVE TO BE NO DIFFERENT. OF THE 25, 9 WERE NOTED FOR THEIR SHORT FILMS AND WE ARE PROUD TO SCREEN 7 OF THEM.
TO QUOTE FILMMAKER MAGAZINE “THE CHALLENGE IN COMPILING THE LIST IS IN CONTINUALLY REEVALUATING WHAT SORT OF WORK
SHOULD BE CONSIDERED “NEW”. INDEPENDENT FILM HAS ALWAYS BEEN ABOUT ALTERNATIVE POINTS OF VIEW, WHETHER THEY
ARE EXPRESSED IN EXPERIMENTAL APPROACHES OR THROUGH CROWD-PLEASING COMEDIES. OUR TEA LEAVES AREN’T
ABLE TO SAY WHEN – OR EVEN IF – THE FOLLOWING FILMMAKERS WILL BUST OUT…BUT WE ARE CONFIDENT THAT
THE EXTREMELY DIVERSE VIEWPOINTS THEY REPRESENT ENLARGE THE CURRENT RANGE OF INDIE POSSIBILITIES.

TERMINAL BAR is a kinetic, photo-driven documentary of one of the toughest, griitiest bars in Times
five deep breaths
Square, as seen through the haunting black and white photographs taken by bartender Sheldon Nadelman from
1972 to 1982. Dir. Stefan Nadelman, 2002, USA, 35mm, 23 mins. STRANGE AND CHARMED offers a fresh,
sophisticated, super sexy urban sci-fi story about the love lives of an 8-year old girl a 20-year old lesbian Chakra and a 40-year
old accountant Amanda, all through the point of view of two subatomic particles dancing through spacetime! Dir. Shari Frilot,
2003, USA, Video, 16 mins. FLY CHERRY follows a young girl through the ups and downs of being a kid. She likes everyone,
and everyone likes her, so what does it matter who chooses to be friends with…all she wants to do is Fly! Dir. Jessica Sharzer,
2003, USA, Video, 15 mins. FIVE DEEP BREATHS tells the story of friends who meet on the crossroads of loyalty and morality
and are forced to decide which path to walk… Dir. Seith Mann, 2003, USA, Video, 22 mins. EVELYN, THE CUTEST EVIL

DEAD GIRL conjures up images of Tim Burton, Dr. Suess and Edward Gorey. This sing-songy ghoulish fantasia features a lonely
goth zombie girl who just wants to be loved…slick and sick. Dir. Bradley Peyton, 2003, Canada, Video, 9 mins. TOM HITS

HIS HEAD is a visceral look at one man’s struggle to keep his sanity, avoid a prozac solution, and survive the tribulations of
a post 9-11 world. Tom hits his head, has panic attacks, and becomes afraid to leave his house. A comedy! Dir. Tom Putnam,
2003, USA, Video, 11 mins. A NINJA PAYS HALF MY RENT Barry’s roommate passes away from eating a grapefruit and
Barr y must find a roommate. Mysteriously a ninja appears in his apar tment and Barr y thinks he has found the per fect
roommate…is he right? Dir. Steven Tsuchida, 2002, USA, Video, 6 Mins.

TOTAL RUNNING TIME 102 MINUTES
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THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SUNDAY
SPONSOR

11/6
11/7
11/9
>>

1:00
1:45
5:00

5:00 Cape Gazette

fly cherry

SHORTS

terminal bar

strange & charmed

a ninja pays half my rent
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high resolution, color critical digital imagery
410.323.4125 apparitionstudio.com

The

Team
T h e D i ff e r e n c e i s D e d i c a t i o n

DEBBIE REED • REMAX® REALTOR
Office: (302) 227-3818
Toll Free: (800) 263-5648
Fax: (302) 226-4108
Main Office: 227-4800
Email: debbie@debbiereed.com
Website: w w w.debbiereed.com

323 A Rehoboth Ave.• Rehoboth Beach, DE 19971

Abizak’s

fab furnishings for enlightened people
Style your private screening room with
furnishings from Abizak’s and get rave reviews.
Follow the red carpet to our double feature
shopportunity (downtown & highway locations)
for top-rated furniture and accessories.

HIGHWAY LOCATION

4120 HWY ONE

REHOBOTH BEACH, DE

888-850-9224

302-227-1500 www.abizaks.com
Proud Sponsor of the Rehoboth Beach Independent Film Festival
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LUXURY TOWNHOMES

AND

CONDOMINIUMS

REHOB OTH BEACH

4101 COASTAL HWY, REHOBOTH
OFFICE 302.227.6767

/ 888.734.7399

WWW.OCEANATLANTIC.NET
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SHORTS

reel people

REEL LIVES OR REEL FUN

WHILE NOT ALL OF THE FILMS WILL BE A REPRESENTATION OF THE LIVES WE EACH LEAD, THERE WILL SURELY BE PIECES OF OURSELVES
IN THIS COMPILATION OF SHORTS. A MIXTURE OF MESSAGES AND INSANITY…AND A FEW CONTAINING BOTH…THESE FILMS ARE SURE
TO LEAVE THEIR MARK.

THE MEAT MARKET is a hyper-stylized black comedy set in modern day Texas. Sonny and his seemingly retarded older brother
Maynard, have to find a company willing to distribute their meat products or they'll lose their ranch to bankruptcy. In what-wassupposed-to-be normal sales meeting, all hell breaks lose. < EAST COAST PREMIERE >. Dir. Chris Ohlson, 2003, USA, Video,
22 mins. TENTH Chance encounters, random acts, and the strangers who drift in and out of our lives. Dir. Matt Kovalakides,
2002, USA, Video, 3 mins. THE LEAST OF THESE The fading, isolated life of a diner owner and the dull routine of his late
night crowd are forever changed by the unusual proposition of a stranger. FILMED AT THE TASTEE DINER IN LAUREL, MARYLAND.
Dir. Rik Swartzwelder, 2002, USA, 35mm, 20 mins. THE VEST When a third-grader wears a homemade vest to school and
gets teased for it, her reaction surprises even herself and leaves her with a lot of explaining to do (or not to do) back at home.
Dir. Paul Gutrecht, 2003, USA, 35mm, 10 mins. ARCHIPELAGO Honeymooning with her husband Ben, Nina returns to the
Caribbean island she left years ago for a new life. The two enjoy perfect love on a deserted beach until the past catches up
with them. Dir. Leon Siminiani, 2003, Spain, 35mm, 18 mins. / In Spainsh with English subtitles. AUTOBANK A bank teller
deals with the boredom of his job with a very strange ritual. He is then visited by a very strange customer. Dir. Matthew Ehlers,
2002, USA, 35mm, 3 mins. THE GALLERY Gene finds himself the sensual object of a beautiful woman's desire. So when,
suddenly and unexpectedly, she begins to strip for his pleasure...well, one good turn deserves another. Dir. Jos Stelling, 2003,
Netherlands, 35mm, 28 mins. / No dialogue.
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Producer Tanja Meding (The Gallery) is scheduled to attend.

TOTAL RUNNING TIME 104 MINS.
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SUNDAY

11/6
11/7
11/9

6:10
5:35
6:10

autobank

SHORTS

the meat market

the least of these
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